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Abstract
Hornblendes from two basic intrusions in the Caledonian metamorphic terrane of
western Scotland contain small (-l to l0 pm) particles of ilmenite and rutile, exsolved in
orientations that are semi-coherent with the amphibole. They were studied by optical
microscopy, electron microprobe analysis, scanningand transmissionelectron microscopy, and X-ray diffraction. Ilmenite occurs in 8 orientations (4 pairs in which membersof a
pair are equivalent by the symmetry of the hornblende). Rutile occurs in 6 orientations (4
symmetrically distinct orientations). The (0001)plane of ilmenite is approximately parallel
to (100), (001), (261), or (26T) of hornblende (Cllm setting). The c axis of rutile is
approximatelyparallel ro t0101,tl02l, t0l6l, t0T6l, t3101,or [3TO]of hornblende.Small
ilmenite particles are platy parallel to (0001); larger ones tend to develop less simple
morphologies. Rutile is usually elongated ll c. Strain is accommodated by misfit
dislocations in interfaces between oxide and hornblende. The orientations are interpreted
in terms of the fully O-rotated model amphibole structure, in which the oxygen atoms are
cubic close-packed. A real hornblende structure contains nearly close-packedplanes,
correspondingto the {ll1} planesofthe cubic close-packedarray, and theseare the (0001)
planesofthe hexagonalclose-packedoxygen arrays ofthe oriented ilmenites. The c vector
of rutile is related to the linear close-packingin the (110) directions of the cubic closepacked array.
The proportion of ilmenite in one hornblende is estimated at 2.6 volume Vo, with much
smaller amounts of rutile. At the other locality, rutile predominatesover ilmenite. It is
possible that the ilmenite and rutile were exsolved, in a closed system, from a parental
amphibole with a normal structural formula, since slight changesin the total number of
cations in the formula can be accommodatedby movement of Na between the B sites and
the partly vacant A sites. An analysisof an ilmenite particle indicatesapproximately6 mole
Vo Fe2O3,and a fine structure seen in transmission electron micrographsis attributed to
incipient exsolution of hematite from the ilmenite.

Introduction
Oxide inclusions in amphiboles have been neglected by comparison with those in pyroxenes,
where the identification of oriented spinel-group
minerals and ilmenite (Bown and Gay, 1959) has
been followed by the description of rutile (Moore,
1968;Griffin et al.,l97l). Fleet et al. (1980)present
a detailed study of magnetite in pyroxene, and the
origin of ilmenite and spinel lamellae in pyroxene is
assessedby Garrison and Taylor (1981).
Although oxide particles in hornblendehave been
noticed in passing(e.g., Fleet et al., 1980),to the
best of our knowledge there has been no thorough
investigation. Since it is generally acceptedthat the
l 02-0143$02.00
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Ti content of hornblende tends to increase with
increasing temperature of equilibration (Leake,
1965; Bard, 1970; Helz, 1973; Raase,I974), exsolution of Ti minerals might be expected during the
cooling of somehornblendes.In this paper, we infer
this origin for oriented ilmenite and rutile particles
in hornblendesfrom two slowly cooled intrusions in
the western Highlands of Scotland.
Geologicalsetting
Two rocks were studied, both from basic intrusions. One is from the Glen Scaddlebasic igneous
mass at National Grid reference NM 983 685. This
metagabbroicintrusion pre-dates the main Caledo143
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nian deformation of the region, during which its
mineralogy was affected by metamorphism(Stoker,
1980).The occurrenceof inclusions in hornblendeis
unusual in this intrusion; the rock studied also has
unusually abundant, Ti-rich amphibole, and lacks
pyroxene. It probably belongsto the minor component of the intrusion termed "appinite" by Drever
(1940)."Appinite" is a local namefor a hornblenderich meladiorite(Hatch et al., 1972,p.310). The
other specimenis also "appinitic," and is from Grid
referenceNN 131 831, in the Glen Loy intrusion,
which is of Caledoniansynorogenicage (Institute of
GeologicalSciences,1975).
Petrography
In both rocks hornblende is the major mineral,
with some plagioclase,and small amounts of chlorite, titanite and ilmenite. Oriented inclusions are
abundant in the interiors of hornblende grains (Fig.
l). The color of the inclusion-bearinghornblende is
generally green. Some interior parts of grains are
brown, and these usually lack inclusions. Among
the inclusions from Glen Scaddle,which rangefrom
I to 10 g.m in longestdimension,brown plates can
be distinguishedfrom less strongly colored, rod-like
to acicular particles. In the Glen Loy specimen,
both the hornblende and its inclusions are finergrained, and the inclusions are mostly acicular.
Scanningelectron microscopy(SEM)
SEM of polished surfaces,combinedwith qualitative analysisby energy-dispersiveX-ray detector,
was used to assessthe relative abundancesof two
types of particle, distinguished by their contrast in
electron images and their major elements with
atomic number greater than 8 (Fig. 2). One type of
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inclusion gave a Ti peak only, the other, both Ti and
Fe (Fig. 2a). Anticipating the transmissionelectron
microscopy (TEM), these can be identified as rutile
and ilmenite respectively. The ilmenite forms the
brown plates, and the rutile the rods and needles,
seenoptically. In electron images,they were most
easily distinguished by using an annular silicon
diode detector of the type developed by Hall and
Lloyd (1981) for back-scatteredelectrons. This
gives strong atomic number contrast (Fig. 2b).
Using a conventional, commercial instrument
(CambridgeInstrumentsStereoscan5150),the two
minerals could be clearly distinguished in X-ray
scanningimages(Fig. 2d,e), but this was tedious,
and we found that sufficient contrast was obtained
from the conventional electron detector for the
distinction to be made in electron images(Fig. 2c).
It was found that most of the inclusions in the
Glen Scaddlehornblendeswere ilmenite, only a few
percent being rutile, while rutile predominatesover
ilmenite in the Glen Loy material. The two minerals
were usually found as separate grains scattered
through the host amphibole, though intergrowths
were occasionally seen (Fig. 2c), as were small
arrays of particles (Fig. 2b).
Electron microprobe analysis
It was generally difficult to avoid inclusions when
analyzing these amphiboles. However, in the Glen
Scaddlematerial, it was possible to analyzean area
of hornblende among the inclusions (Table 1, Analysis 1) and, separately,an ilmenite inclusion(Analysis 4). Tabulated for comparison are data from an
inclusion-free, brown area of the same amphibole
grain (Analysis 2), and a primary ilmenite (Analysis
3). The inclusion and the primary ilemnite are very

Fig. l. Optical photomicrographsshowing inclusions in hornblendefrom Glen Scaddle.(a) Transmitted, plane-polarizedligtlt. (b)
Reflectedlight.
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Fig. 2. SEM observationsof inclusions. (a) Energy-dispersiveX-ray spectrafrom an ilmenite inclusion (top) and a rutile inclusion.
The rutile spectrumis slightly contaminatedby the host hornblende,giving Si, Ca and Fe peaks.(b) Electron image obtainedwith a
semiconductordetectorfor back-scatteredelectrons(Hall and Lloyd, l98l). There is strongatomic number contrastbetweenilmenite
(white) and rutile (grey). Hornblende is black. In this area the inclusionsare spatially arrangedin two arrays. (c) Electron imagefrom
conventionaldetector, photographedand printed under the sameconditions as (b): contrast is poorer, but ilmenite is still distinctly
brighter than rutile. (d) and (e) X-ray imagesof samearea as (c); (d) Ti X-rays, (e) Fe X-rays.

similar in composition. Both contain approximately
6 mole Vo FezOt in solid solution. Inclusion-free
green rims of hornblende grains are similar in Ti
content to the tabulated greenhornblende (Analysis
1). The high Ti of the inclusion-free,brown, internal
area (Analysis 2) is explicable by the failure of
ilmenite to develop there, but the composition of
the brown area is not simply that of the green
inclusion-bearing hornblende (Analysis l) plus its
inclusions, since the Fe content is almost exactly
the samein Analyses I and2. The amphibole must
originally have been zoned, an effect which also
accounts for the green, inclusion-free rims. In the
Glen Loy material, these rims again have lower Ti
(Analysis 7) than the bulk of the grain (Analysis 6).
Here it was not possible to obtain good analysesof
amphibole interiors without having some of the
very small inclusions in the beam; the data for
inclusion-bearing amphibole thus represent horn-

blende plus rutile inclusions. If the inclusions are
exsolution products, this analysis should serve as
an estimateof a primary amphibole composition. In
42 analysesfrom this rock, there is a strong inverse
correlation between Ti and Si (Fig. 3). The correlation coefficient is -0.719, which is significant at the
O.lVolevel. The overall substitution is probably Ti
+ AlIv for Si + Alvr. This effect indicates that Ti in
the primary amphibole did not simply represent
solid solution towards a TiO2 end-member,despite
the subsequentproduction of predominantly TiO2
inclusions.
In the I.M.A. nomenclature of amphiboles
(Leake, 1978),the name hornblende is correct for
the pure analyses(1, 2, and 7 in Table 1). In the
recalculations of analyses contaminated by inclusions,high Ti valuesare associatedwith Si < 6.25
(Table 1, Analysis6; Fig. 3): if, as suggestedabove,
theserepresentprimary amphiboles,they shouldbe
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Table l. Electron microprobe analytical data
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called ferroan pargasite, or magnesio-hastingsiteif
Fe3* exceeds AlvI. We cannot reliablv estimate
Fe3*. Sinceour cation totals excluding(Na * Ca *
K) considerably exceed 13 (Table 1), recalculation
of this total to 13 as suggestedby Leake (1978)
would indicate substantial Fe3*, very close to the
amount of Alvr: averagesare, for Glen Scaddle(10
analyses)Fe3* 0.58, Alvr 0.54, Glen Loy (42 analyses)Fe3+0.46,AlvI0.45. However, this calculation
gives a maximum Fe3+ content (Stout, 1972),by
assumingthat Fe2+ and Mg are confined to the C
sites of the amphibole structural formula ,4,6_1
B2C5TsO22(OH)2.
Our raw cation totals including
Ca, but excluding(Na + K), are alwayscloseto 15:
meansand standarddeviationsare 15.06-10.06
for
Glen Scaddleand 14.91+0.04for Glen Loy, suggesting that the B, C and T sites are almost fully
occupied by the cations other than Na and K, with

the amount by which Ca is less than2 representing
Fe and Mg in the B site (solid solution towards
cummingtonite). In this case, there need not be
substantialFe3+(Stout,1972).Thus, we regardthe
amphiboles as pargasitic rather than hastingsitic:
the analyses of pure amphiboles (1, 2, and 7 of
Table 1) are ferroan pargasitic hornblendes, while
Analysis 6, of amphibole plus inclusions, suggests
that the primary titanian amphibole was a ferroan
pargasite.
Volume proportion of ilmenite inclusionsin a
hornblende
The relatively large sizes of the ilmenite plates in
the Glen Scaddle hornblende made it feasible to
estimate their amount. The SEM study had shown
that the amount of rutile is negligible. Two hornblende grains were selected;one was that analyzed
in Table 1, and the other gavevery similaranalyses.
Reflected-light photomicrographs were taken of 7
areas, each approximately 150 pm x 1(X) pm,
containingevenly scatteredparticles. The images
were analyzed by using a digitizer to record the
positions of particle boundaries,and a microcomputer to convert these to modal proportions. The
proportion of inclusionsrangedfrom 1.99to3.34Vo,
averaging2.60%(with a standarderror o :0.22Vo).
This is a minimum estimate, since very small particles(seenin the TEM study) may not be resolvedin
an optical photomicrograph, but these probably
contribute only a small additional volume of ilmenite. Since the oxygen atoms are more closely
packed in ilmenite than in hornblende, the proportion on a constant-oxygen basis is slightly higher
(2.8Vorather than 2.6Vo).This estimated proportion
is used to reconstruct the hypothetical hornblende
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Fig. 3. Ti and Si per 24 (O,OH) in electron microprobe data
from Glen Loy amphiboles.The straight line is the least-squares
best fit to the data.
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composition prior to exsolution of the ilmenite
(Table 1, Column 5). Like the Glen Loy analysisof
amphibole plus inclusions (Column 6), this is a
titanian ferroan pargasite. Since this calculation
gives a reasonableamphibole composition, it is
plausible to suggest that the inclusions were producedby exsolutionin a closedsystem.Constraints
placed on this process by the hornblende structural
formula are discussedbelow.
Orientational relations betweenhornblendeand
inclusions
Universal-st age measurements

Fig. 4. Poles of ilmenite plates in Glen Scaddle hornblende,
measured by universal-stage microscopy. Upper-hemisphere
stereogiram,with hornblende in C2lm setting.

In Glen Scaddle hornblende, swafms of ilmenite
plates with rather consistent orientation (c/. Fig. 1)
were oriented using a four-axis universal stage. particles were identified as either rutile or ilmenite.
There were uncertainties due to small sizes and No other mineral was found as simple inclusions,
irregular shapesof some particles, but consistent but the Glen Scaddlehornblende is patchily altered
features emerged(Fig. a). There are concentrations to chlorite and extensively cracked; these effects
of plate-normals near c, b, and a* of_the horn- show no spatialrelationshipto the oxide inclusions.
blende. Most other plate-normalsare in hkl and hkl
Ilmeniteparticles,-l pmin size, are abundantin
positions, rather than hkl and hkl. The distinction the Glen Scaddle hornblende (Fig. 5a). They are
between hkl and the corresponding hkl is, of platy, the habit plane being(0001).They are clearly
course, arbitrary; the left and right halves of Figure related crystallographically to the host mineral, the
4 are related by the (010) mirror plane of the (0001) plates lying parallgl to four plgnes in the
hornblende, and a plate-normal is as likely to be amphibole,(100), (001), (261), and (261). The last
found on one side as the other (this is an instanceof two are indistinguishablefrom their opposites,rethe "intergrowth symmetry principle" of Bown and spectively (26-l)and (26t). ttrus there are only two
Gay, 1959).Thus the differencesbetween the two physically distinct orientationsof the form {261i.
All four orientations can be found close together,
halves of Figure 4 are merely statistical ffuctuations; even allowing for this, there is considerable but there is a tendency for one of them to predomiscatter. which exceeds measurement errors and nate within areas of a size -100 pm2. For each
implies statistical variations in the morphological (0001)orientation, two sets of a1, a2, 43 ax€s of
development of those particles that are coarse ilmenite are found. Thus. 8 ilmenite lattice orientaenough to be measuredoptically. In order to study tions are recognized,but theseform pairs related by
smaller particles and to assesslattice orientation the symmetry of the hornblende,so that 4 symmetrather than morphology, transmission electron mi- rically distinct sets of ilmenite axes are identified
croscopy and X-ray diffraction studies were under- (Table2). The coincidencebetween(0001)of ilmenite and the statedlattice plane ofhornblende is often
taken.
exact, within the limits of angular measurementin
Transmission electron microscopy
electron diffraction (-0.5), as illustratedin Figure
Selectedparts of doubly polished thin-sectionsof 6a, though in other casesdiscordancesof -1o were
both rocks were mounted on titanium mesh support noticed.The tabulatedcoincidencesfor a1,a2,a3of
grids and thinned by ion bombardment. TEM was ilmenite are necessarily approximate because the
carried out at high voltage (1 MV), with the advan- angles between the stated hornblende vectors are
tage that thick foils could be studied, enabling not exactly 120".Coincidenceswith directionslying
relatively large areas to be surveyed. A double-tilt in (010)ofhornblende are generallycloseexceptin
stage was used. Minerals, and their orientational the {26U type of ilmenite, where there is usually a
relations. were identified from electron diffraction discordanceof a few degreesbetween the t1021
patterns. The Alm setting of hornblende was used, zone axis of hornblendeand the ilmenite(110)zone
and ilmenite was set on hexagonal axes. All oxide axis with which it would ideally coincide(Fig. 6b).
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Fig. 5. TEM micrographsof inclusions in hornblendefrom Glen Scaddle.(a) Ilmenite plates in three different orientations, with
(0001) parallel to indicated planes of hornblende. Dislocations are also seen in the homblende, mostly parallel to c. Viewed
approximatelyalong Il l0] ofthe hornblende.(b) Ilmenite particle showingmisfit dislocationsin the (0001)interfaceswith hornblende.
Dark fieldimage obtained from diffraction vector g = Zl10. (c) Ilmenite plate imagedin dark field using ditrraction vector 2CD4with
the h,0,h,2h row generally excited: viewed approximately zlong [2211.Substructure in the plate is clearly seen in its thin edge,
adjacentto the hole (top) producedby ion bombardment.Dislocations,due to misfit with the host hornblende,producecontrastin the
prism faces of the ilmenite. (d) A singlelarge ilmenite particle, showing irregular shapethough the lattice is in {-Xl} orientation. (e)
Rutile particle, viewed along its [210] zone axis, which lies close to [0U ofthe hornblende.(0 An array ofparticles. The projected
directions of some crystallographicvectors are indicated. Viewed approximately along U l4l of the hornblende.

Misfit dislocations,due to the lack of complete
coherence between the two structures. are observedin the interfaces(Fig. 5b,c).
The largest ilmenite particles that can be ob-

served by TEM retain the approximate lattice relation to the host, but lack the platy morphology of
the small particles, tending to be irregular in shape
(Fig. 5d).
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Ilmenite often contains a fine substructure(Fig.
5b,c).This can sometimesbe resolvedinto particles
of finite size (Fig. 5c) which are associatedwith
strain fields. They occur inside the ilmenite grains
rather than being associatedwith boundaries,an
observationconfirmed by their presenceat a thin
edge of ilmenite where there is no overlapping
hornblende(Fig. 5c). They are interpreted as exsolved platelets,presumablyof hematite; coarser,
lenticular particles of exsolved hematite in ilmenite
are describedby Lally et al. (1976).This interpretation is consistent with the inference, from the
electron microprobe data, that the ilmenite contains
Fe3*. The plateletsare often absentfrom a region

leLated

between

[5ro],[326]
by homblende

sgnnetry

near the interface with hornblende(Fig. 5c), suggesting that the ilmenite was zoned, the earlyformed central part being richer in Fe3*.
Rutile particles are usually elongate along the c
axis (Fig. 5e),but otherwisevariablein shape.Their
approximate orientational relations to hornblende
are given in Table 3. Theserelationsare less exact
than for ilmenite, variations up to 7' having been
noticedbetweenthe latticesof adjacentparticlesin
the samenominalorientation.In the simplestorientation, c of rutile is parallel to b of hornblende (Fig.
6c), while the (110) directions of rutile are less
clearly related to the host, the one nominally parallel to [102]tendingto be displacedapproximately7'
from [102] towards a of hornblendewith the effect
that a (100)axis of rutile is approximately,but not
exactly parallel to c* of the hornblende. The misfit

,i
'.
..;:

Fig. 6. Electron difiraction patterns of particles and host hornblende. (a) Glen Loy, (b) and (c) Glen Scaddle.(a) t3l0l zone of
hornblendewith 0001row of ilmenite. This row is parallel to the 26l reciprocalJattice vector of the hornblende,but the distances
d*(0006Xilm)and dx(-26lxhb)are slightly different, so that the 4-,12,2(hb)and 0,0,0,12(ilm)maxima are resolved (ringed spots). (b)
[10] zone from ilmenite of {261} orientation type, with arcs of spots from the off-center hornblende zone [102], which would be
centered along with the ilmenite zone if the structural coincidencebetween the two minerals was ideal. (c) t2l0l zone of the rutile
particle of Fig. 5e, with 0H) row of hornblende.The c axis of the rutile is approximately parallel to b of hornblende,but the two d*
vectors are not commensurate.
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between the rutile and hornblende lattices gives
confusedcontrastin boundaries,sometimesresolvable into networks of dislocations.Other dislocations usually emanate from rutile boundaries into
the adjacenthornblende(Fig. 5e).
Where the inclusions form small arrays (Fig. 50,
the orientational relations remain valid. It is not
obvious what causessome particles to be arranged
in these arrays. No subgrain boundaries (dislocation arrays) were detected in the hornblende, but
nucleation of the particles may have been assisted
by some such feature, subsequentlyobscured by
dislocation movement due to a deformation which
produced the scattered dislocations (Fig. 5) and
cracks throughout the hornblende.

deducedfrom the TEM work, and bearing in mind
the constraints due to the restricted oscillation
range. For each ilmenite orientation, a rational zone
axis of ilmenite approximately coincides with c of
hornblende(Table 2, last column), so that ilmenite
layerJines were found on the photographs (Fig. 7),
having spacings ( differing from that of the hornblende and characteristic of the tyle of ilmenite
orientation,i.e., (100), (001), or {261}. Approximately equal numbers of spots were found for each
of these, and all 8 full orientations of Table 2 were
confirmed.The spots are sharp, indicating consistent ilmenite orientation, though there are deviations from ideally straight layer-lines, confirming
slight deviations from the ideal coincidence between c of hornblende and a simple zone axis of
X-ray dffiaction
ilmenite.
Single-crystaloscillation photographswere taken
In all orientations of rutile, the c axis of hornof a hornblendecrystal from Glen Scaddle,to check blende represents an irrational direction, so rutile
the consistency of ilmenite lattice orientations layer-lines were not found, but some isolated spots
throughout a larger volume than could be sampled were identified as being from rutile in the expected
by TEM. The oscillation axis was c, and various approximate orientations.
centers were used for the oscillation range of 20".
The center of oscillation for each photograph was
Interpretation of results
checkedby indexingthe hornblendespots.Ilmenite
spots were indexed using computer-generatedtabu- Orient ational relations
lations of f and ( for all the lattice orientations
Ilmenite. The observedorientationscan be interpreted in terms of the arrangement of oxygen atoms. In ilmenite this is based on hexagonalclose
packing. The oxygens in hornblende are not closepacked, but nearly close-packedplanes can be
identified using a theoretical model of the amphibole structure.This is the "fully O-rotated" structure in the notation of Thompson (1970), where
"rotation" refers to the deviation of the double
chain of SiOatetrahedrafrom a fully extendedstate.
The hornblende (C2lm amphibole) structure is, in
fact, partly O-rotated(Cameronand Papike, 1979).
This leads to closer packing of the oxygens than in
the theoretical fully extended structure and, indeed,
the fully O-rotated structure would have cubic
close-packedoxygens. The amphibole structures
are treated in terms of oxygen packing by Law and
Whittaker (1980).The relationsbetweenlattice vectors of the close-packedCllmmodel amphiboleand
those of the cubic close-packedoxygen sub-lattice
&f€! aa6p6: ll2ll."o, b.mph: 3 [101]""p,&ttd cu,oo1,
: lzfl7l1..n The {111}close-packedplanesofthe
Fig. 7. X-ray oscillation photograph ofhornblende from Glen
oxygen sub-,latticecoincide exactly with (100),
Scaddle, CrKa radiation. Oscillation axis c(hb), center of
oscillation 35"from D* towards -a*. The strongestilmenite spots (001), and {261} of this model amphibole(Fig. 8).
are labelled with the appropriate oscillation axis (Table 2, last Law and Whittaker (1980)note that real amphiboles
column) and their indices.
are closer to the fullv extended than the fullv
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Fig. 8. The symmetry axes of a cubic close-packedoxygen
array, oriented so as to correspond with the conventional
stereographicsetting of an amphibole. The indexing represents
amphibole vectors with which the cubic close-packed axes
exactly coincide in the theoretical close-packed C2lm amphibole
structure.

rotated theoreticalstructures.Whereasthe "model
hornblende" of Figure 8 has B : 109.47"and lacos
Bl : 2cl3 (Law and Whittaker, 1980),real hornblendes (Papike et ql., 1969)have F - 105'and
lacosBl - 0.5c.Nevertheless,
the {111}."oplanesof
the theoretical structure are still those with the
closest approach to planar close-packing(Fig. 9),
and so they are found to be planes of semi-coherencein the presentstudy (Table2). Thereis considerable misfit between ilmenite and hornblende oxygen arrays (Fig. 9), which therefore cannot be fully
coherentand must have misfit dislocationsin their
interfaces(Fig. 5b).
The oxygen stackingsequencemust changefrom
cubic to hexagonalclose-packedwhen hornblende
is madeover to ilmenite, so therewould be a misfit,
between cubic close-packed hexagonal closepacked oxygen arrays, across {ftft1O}prism faces of
the ilmenite, even if the hornblendestructurewere
ideally close-packed.In fact there is also a discrepancy betwee-nthe oxygen-layer repeat in ilmenite
(cl6 : 2.354) and the correspondingdistance in
hornblende (e.9., Fig. 6a). For the hornblende
structure depicted in Figure 9, the average distancesbetween oxygen layers, measurednormal to
(100), (001), and,{261}, are respectively 2.384,
2.564, and2.42A.Therefore,considerablestrain is
associatedwith prism faces of ilmenite (Fig. 5c).
Despite the difefences between the three types
of orientation, none is so overwhelmingly favored
as to suppressthe occurrenceof the others. Since
two planes of the form {261} are distinguishablein
the observations, we have four possible (0001)

l5l

planesfor the ilmenite (Table 2). In each casethere
are two alternative sets of a 1 a2, a3 vxaswithin this
plane, separatedby a phase-angleof 60", giving a
total of 8 distinguishableilmenite orientations (Table 2)._Becauseilmenite has low symmetry @oint
group 3) arising from its cation configuration, there
exists for each tabulated set of axes another set.
having the reverse sign of c and a1, a2, a3 in the
sameset of positionsbut reverseorder. Sucha pair
of orientationsare not equivalentby symmetty,but
their oxygen arrays are indistinguishableand their
diffraction patterns differ only in the intensities of
somemaxima. We cannot distinguish between such
a pair, since intensities are unreliable in TEM
(becauseof double diffraction) and in X-ray diffraction by inclusions (because of statistical fluctuations, from crystal to crystal, in the proportion of
the ilmenite that has a particular orientation). Given
the equivalence of the oxygen arrays, we do not
expect one member of the pair to be markedly
favored relative to the other, since there is little
discrimination among orientations whose oxygen
arrays dffir in their misfits with the hornblende

(Fie.e).
In other silicate minerals it has likewise been
found that oxygen packing controls the orientation
in which oxide particles nucleate, during exsolution
or oxidation. In olivine, the oxygens are almost
exactly hexagonally close-packedwith (100) as the
close-packedplane, and this plane is duly sharedby
(0001)of ilmenite inclusions (Moseley, l98l), and
, 1970;
{l I l} of spinel-groupinclusions(Champness
Ashworth, 1979). The oxygen stacking sequence
changes from hexagonal close-packed to cubic
close-packedduring the exsolution of a spinel, the
reverse of the change occurring when ilmenite is
formed from hornblende.
Pyroxenes are closely analogousto amphiboles,
and there is a theoretical clinopyroxene structure
with cubic close-packedoxygens (Law and Whittaker, 1980).Ofthe four possibleplanes,analogousto
thosein hornblende,on which close-packedoxides
might nucleate, the only two reported are those
correspondingto the (100)and (001)orientationsin
the amphibole. These are both found in spinelgroup particlesin pyroxene (Bown and Gay, 1959;
Fleet et al., 1980), while only the first has been
reported for ilmenite (Bown and Gay, 1959; Le
Maitre, 1965).Often, the morphology of oxides in
pyroxene lacks any simple relation to lattice orientation. Spinel-groupparticles are often deqcribedas
blade-like(Fleet et al., 1980),rod-like (Le Maitre,
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e
Fig. 9. The arrangementsof oxygen atoms in the nearly close-packedplanesof a real Alm amphibole,generatedfrom the unit-cell
parametersand atomic co-ordinates given by Papike el aI. (1969) for a "hornblende," actually a titanian magnesio-hastingsite
(Cameronand Papike, 1979)and thus simi-larto the amphibolesunder investigation.(a) {261}, (b) (100),^(c)(001).The oxygen atoms
are drawn with a nominal diameter of 2.14. The repeat unit is outlined. The numbersare distances,in A, of the atom centersabove
and below the averageplane. (d) The hexagonalarrangementin (0001)ofilmenite, for comparison.

1965),or needle-like(Elsdon,l97l; Okamuraet al.,
1976),and ilmenite also occurs as needles(Grapes,
1975).Large(>10 pcm)magnetiteswith consistent,
irrational elongationsare interpreted by Fleet et al.
(1980)in terms of optimal phase-boundarytheory
(dimensional fit of the two lattices rather than the
oxygenarrays).A similar effectis discerniblein our
largest(001)-typeand (100)-typeparticles (Fig. 4),
whose poles are systematicallydisplacedfrom 001
and 100in the senseexpectedfrom optimal phaseboundary theory (Fleet et al., 1980).It is noteworthy that platy morphologyon (010)of hornblende,
observedon the universalstage(Fig. 4) and unrelated to oxygen packing, is similar to the bladelike
(010)morphology of magnetitedescribedby Fleet et
c/. (1980).This effectcan be attributedto boundary
adjustment during coarsening, but the ilmenite-

hornblende boundaries in general are not fully
equilibrated,as is shown by the scatter of {261}type poles in Figure 4 and the tendency of large
particles to have irregular shapes(Fig. 5d).
Rutile. Morphological elongations in pyroxene
(Moore, 1968; Griffin et al., 1971)do not colrespond to the c orientations observed in hornblende
(Table 3). Like the other oxides discussedabove,
rutile as coarseinclusionsin pyroxene can have a
morphology determined mutually by both phases,
so that elongations are oblique to c (Griffin et al.,
1971).The smallerparticlesstudiedhere are generally simpler, with elongation parallel to c. The
particles have nucleatedwith this axis approximately parallel to one or another of the diads of the
theoretical cubic close-packedoxygen array (Table
3; Fig. 8). These are the close-packeddirections
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within the close-packedplanes,and this linear correspondence can be understood in terms of the
linear elongationof the rutile. Evidently, the dominant control is the similarity between the oxygen
repeatdistancdin rutile, c : 2.96A, and the interoxygen distance in a nearly -close-packedlayer,
which ideally would be 2.934 but is greater, by
varying amounts, in the real amphibole structure
(Fig. 9). Vectors related by this tetrad in rutile are
forced, by the lower symmetry of the cubic closepacked array about this axis, to occupy dissimilar
environments.If one (100)axis of rutile coincided
exactly with a triad of the cubic close-packedarray,
the other would not. Each of the approximate
relationslisted in Table 3 can be seenas a compromise between two simple orientationsin which a
(100)axis would coincidewith one or other triad of
Figure 8 in the plane perpendicularto c of the rutile.
These simple orientations are those discussedby
Armbruster(1981),in which a (101)vector as well
as [001] of rutile coincides approximately with a
diad of a close-packedoxygen array. The coincidence cannot be exact becausethe angle between
the two vectors in rutile is not 60', but approximately 57", and various deviations from ideal relations
are found in intergrowths between rutile and other
oxides (Armbruster, 1981).Among the rutile particles in hornblende, it is likely that some of the
orientational scatter reflects a tendency towards
one or other of the simple orientations.Indeed,for
one orientation of the rutile c axis (parallel to b of
hornblende),we find a strong tendencyfor a (100)
axis to approximate a particular triad of the cubic
close-packedmodel, namelythat representedby c*
of hornblende.This implies a close approximation
between(100)of rutile and (001)of hornblende.and
indicatesthat the latter is a better fit to the nearly
close-packedplane of rutile than is (100) of the
amphibole. The fit is far from perfect, as indicated
by the intense strain in rutile boundariesseen in
TEM.
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before the end of the Caledonianregional metamorphism. There remains the question whether the
reactions could occur as a simple exsolution process in a closed system. We do not observe any
silicate product of exsolution. In olivine and pyroxenes,the exsolutionof oxides without accompanying silicatesoften leads to the necessityof postulating non-stoichiometry or unusual cation coordination in the host mineral (Okamura et al.,
1976; Ashworth, 1979). Formation of oxide particles in pyroxene may involve open-systembehavior, in particular oxidation or reduction (Garrison
and Taylor, 1981).
Hornblende differs from olivine and pyroxene in
the extra flexibility conferred by partition of Na
between the B sites and the partly vacant A sites.
The standard amphibole formula, Ao-rB2CyrT[v
(O,OH,F,CI)2a,has 15 to 16 cations per 24
(O,OH,F,CI). Ilmenite has a higher proportion of
cations (16 per 24 O), and rutile a lower one (12).
Thus, exsolution of ilmenite will cause the cation
total in the remaining hornblende to decrease, so
that Na should move from A to the B sites to keep
the latter full, while exsolution of rutile will have
the reverse effect. More generally, if a fraction 1 is
madeover to ilmenite and R to rutile, leaving(l-1R) as hornblende, then the original Fe and Ti
contentsofhornblendechangeto Fe'and Ti'thus:
Fe' : (Fe-8O
Ti, : (Ti_81_12R).
Of the 15 atomsthat occupiedthe B, C, and T sites
before exsolution, there remain (15-161-12R),to
24(l-I-R) anions. For all these sites to remain fully
occupied, the amount of Na that should move from
A to B sites is
ANaB : 15 (l-l-R) - (15-l6I-l2R)
: I_3R,

which is zero if ilmenite and rutile are exsolved in
the ratio 3:1. In the hornblendesstudied,this ratio
Oxide exsolutionand the amphibolestructural
is not found, and NaB is expected to change;
formula
however, the effect will be slight and may be
It is inferred, from the homogeneousspatial dis- undetectable in electron microprobe analysis. To
tribution of inclusions in large parts of the interiors produce a change,per amphiboleformula unit, of
ofhornblendegrains,and the closecrystallographic 0.15(l% of the B + C + T total) would require that
relationsbetweenthe minerals,that the inclusions approximately 5% of the oxygen atoms be made
grew from the hornblende in the solid state. The over to rutile or l3Vo to ilmenite, larger quantities
reactions were favored by the slow cooling of the than we observe. For exsolution of 2.8Voilmenite
intrusions which had been emplaced, at depth, and negligiblerutile (as estimatedin the Glen Scad-
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dle amphibole),ANaB : 0.03,which is smallerthan
the likely analyticalerrors. Thus, movementof Na
to this extent is acceptedas possible.
SomeAl must move from four-fold to six-fold coordination, in order that the TIV total remains8:
AAlvr:-AAlIv:8(1

+R).

The increasingproportion of (OH,F,CI) ions can
continue to be accommodatedif the original amphibole had less than 2 of theseper formula unit, or if
solid solutiontowards a hydroamphiboleend-member is possible.The cation total reaches16when 4R
becomesequal to the original number of vacant A
sites.
In summary, exsolution of rutile and ilmenite
from hornblende is possible, without introducing
excess ions or vacancies relative to the standard
amphibole structure, provided that: (1) the initial
hornblendehas at least4R vacanciesin the A sites;
(2) the initial hornblende has at least 8(1 + R) Al
ions in the Trv sites;and (3) (1 - 3R) Na atoms can
move from the A to the B sites.
Restriction (3) seemsthe most severein amphiboles of the type studied here; if we are correct in
arguingthat Fe3+is low, then the analysesindicate
very little Na in the B sites either before or after
exsolution, i.e., very restricted solid solution towards a sodic calcic amphiboleend-memberunder
the conditionsexperiencedby these amphiboles.
Conclusions
In the rocks studied,ilmenite and rutile particles
formed inside hornblende by a process of nucleation and growth from the primary amphiboles,
which were probably titanian ferroan pargasites.
The reaction occurred during the slow cooling of
the Caledonian terrane from regional metamorphic
for the amphibole
temperatures.The consequences
structural formula are slight. The analytical data are
consistentwith exsolution in a closed system, accompaniedby adjustmentsin site occupancieswithin the amphibole,some Al moving from the TIV to
the Cvr sites, and some Na moving betweenthe A
and B sites.Becauseof the vacanciesin the A sites,
the crystal chemistry of hornblende can accommodate exsolution of oxides more readily than can the
pyroxeneor olivine structures.
The orientations of the oxide minerals were controlled by nucleation in a semi-coherentrelation to
the hornblende lattice. Packing of oxygen atoms
determinesthe orientation of (0001)of ilmenite and
c of rutile. The morphology of small particles is

simply related to their lattices, but the coarser
particles lost their simple shapes as they grew,
presumablythus reducingthe strain energy associated with the oxide-hornblende interfaces. The
observationssuggestthat the clouding of amphiboles by opaque particles may often be due to the
exsolution of Ti-rich oxide minerals during cooling,
as the stable extent of Ti substitution in the amphibole decreaseswith decreasingtemperature.
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